
 
 

 

by Grant Wood, American painter, 1891-1942 
 

 
 

These two painting show interesting points of view of a home  
(The second one is a painting of Herbert Hoover’s house) 

 
 

Go to the next page to see your project 
 
 
 
 



 
CHOICE 1:  

Make a MAP of one room in your house OR of a whole floor of your house (floor plan). 
Start by drawing the shape of the room or rooms.  

Use the whole paper. Use a ruler or the edge of a notebook  
to make the lines straight.  Add in important shapes like the bed or other furniture. 

Pay attention to how big one thing is compared to something else. 
 

Then use color and details to make it look realistic OR use your imagination 
 

Math connection: MEASURE or ESTIMATE the length of the sides of a room in your drawing.  
(If you’re estimating, your paper is probably 8.5 by 11 inches.  

This will help you guess how long each side is.) 
Now CALCULATE the area of the room in your drawing. (Multiply length times width) 

You don’t need to measure the actual room! Use the lines you drew on your paper to do this. 
 

CHOICE 2:  
Make a MAP of the property where you live.  Imagine you are looking straight down at the top of 
your house and draw that first.  Use a ruler or the edge of a notebook to make the lines straight. 

Add the driveway, walkway, etc.  Draw the top of trees, a shed,  
a fence or anything else you think is important. 

Pay attention to how big one thing is compared to something else. 
 

Then use color and details to make it look realistic OR use your imagination  
 

Math connection: MEASURE or ESTIMATE the length of the sides of the house that you drew.  
(If you’re estimating, your paper is probably 8.5 by 11 inches.  

This will help you guess how long each side is.) 
Now CALCULATE the area of the house in your drawing. (Multiply length times width) 

You don’t need to measure the actual house! Use the lines you drew on your paper to do this. 
 

 

 
Science connection: You have just drawn YOUR habitat, the place where you live. 

We will be starting a unit with Mrs. Mead on habitats soon! 
 

*Use the doc in your Google Classroom to write in the area you calculated and, if you can, insert a 
photo of your picture.  If you can’t, attach a photo separately in Google Classroom or email it to me 

 
 

Go to the next page to see Grant Wood’s most famous work of art, American Gothic 



 

 


